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ABSTRACT
Digital exhibits such as USB drive, external hard disks
etc. found at the crime scene contain evidences of
essential value. Forensic Imaging of exhibits, which is
an indispensable part of digital forensic examination,
not only provides all the active files and directories,
but also deleted or hidden data from the storage
device. Various open-source and proprietary forensic
tools are available for acquisition of data from digital
exhibits. However, there might be instances of the
exhibit being wiped, formatted, overwritten multiple
times or data permanently deleted. Therefore, a critical
question arises regarding the type and amount of data
that might be recoverable. In this research work, the
primary objective is to compare and analyse the
performance of open-source and proprietary disk
forensic tools in recovering data from storage devices.
Different samples of USB thumb drives are created
and artifacts are acquired using both open-source and
proprietary tools. Based on the results, a comparative
analysis is done to determine the performance of the
tools. The results of this research would be helpful for
forensic examiners in using the appropriate forensic
tool for enhanced examination of different cases of
cyber-crime investigation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Technological innovations and advancements
have increasingly led to the storage of sensitive
and confidential data being stored in digital
formats [1]. As the storage space increases, more

and more data are being stored in digital exhibits
such as hard disks or other USB storage devices
[2]. Due to ease of portability, such exhibits have
gained popularity and their usage have increased.
The data stored can range from personal and
corporate data to email messages, their
attachments, social networking, hidden and
encrypted files etc. Such digital exhibits are
commonly found artifacts not just in cyber-crime
but also in other crime incidents [3]. For detailed
and comprehensive investigation of such
incidents, it is essential to forensic investigation
of such exhibits digitally. Digital Forensics is the
science of investigation, which deals with the
extraction of digital evidences from computing
devices for creating a hypothesis through
reconstruction of events, to make it usable in the
court of law [17]. According to the principles laid
out by the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO) [13], “The action taken by Law
Enforcement Agencies, persons employed within
those agencies or their agents should not change
the data in any manner, which may subsequently
be relied upon in court.” As a result, instead of
working directly on the original exhibit, forensic
copy of the seized exhibit is created in order to
acquire the data and do further analysis. There are
various proprietary and open-source digital
forensic tools available for the purpose of
analysing and extracting the data from the digital
exhibits [4]. Some of the popular tools in this
regard include FTK Imager and Analyzer, Encase,
Autopsy etc.
It might not always be easy to unearth evidences
from digital exhibits. There are instances of data
deletion or the exhibit being found in formatted or
wiped state during examination. In such
circumstances, extraction of important artifacts
becomes difficult and to a large extent might
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depend upon the forensic tool being used for
imaging and acquisition. Therefore, with this
background, this research work primarily focuses
on the analysis and extraction of artifacts (which
is of evidential importance) from digital exhibits
using different disk forensic tools. The objective
is to compare the performance of open-source and
proprietary disk imaging tools. This is done by
performing imaging and extraction of various
data items from different samples of USB thumb
drives. A comparative study and analysis of the
performance of the tools would be the key to
determine the type and amount of data that can be
recovered/extracted from each sample using both
the tools in case of each of the samples, thus
making it easier for forensic experts to select the
appropriate disk forensic tool while performing
examination of digital exhibits.
The paper is divided into the following sections:
Section II highlights the related work, Section III
includes the Experimental Design that highlights
the testing data, testing samples and the digital
forensic tools used for conducting the
experiments; Section IV consists of the results
obtained from the experiments and related
discussions, followed by Section V, which
concludes the research work.

2 BACKGROUND
In digital forensics, the goal of the practitioner is
to collect and analyze the digital evidence with a
view to present it in the court of law or legal
proceedings [2]. The process of copying or
extraction of the data stored in the digital exhibits,
is known as Data Acquisition. The data is
acquired through the scientific process known as
forensic imaging or bit-stream imaging, which is
the technique of performing a bit-by-bit or sectorby-sector copy of any logical or physical drive
such as Hard Disks, USB drives, CDs or DVDs
etc. in an exact duplicate [14]. The data storage
within an exhibit takes place in the form of bits
arranged in sectors and clusters, as a result of
which capturing each and every bit including
deleted and hidden data, is an achievable task.
This process is also known as “acquisition of
image” of a suspect drive. The probability of
recovering data from the disk increases if the
image is more exact [14]. Generally, this is the
first procedure implemented on reception of

seized digital exhibit to the forensic laboratory.
The essential data items are analyzed and
extracted from the forensic image rather than the
original exhibit. This practice prevents tampering
of original exhibit and preserved its integrity.
During analysis and examination of digital
evidences, deleted, formatted or wiped data pose
a challenge for the forensic experts.
In any digital exhibit such as hard disks, USB
devices etc., the data storage takes place in a
binary format (in the form of 0’s and 1’s). In the
digital paradigm, every file or folder is a unique
combination of 0’s and 1’s. Also, every storage
media has their own native file system, which
maintains information about the data it stores, in
the form of metadata. The file system consists of
a file allocation table, which keeps digital
evidence about the user-data residing in the disk
[15]. When one hits the “delete” button or deletes
a file, the data residing in the file is not actually
deleted [7,9]. The file allocation table marks the
cluster (where the original file was residing) as
free for storing of new data. Until the storage of
new data in the device, the deleted data is not
overwritten (the combination of 0’s and 1’s is not
re-arranged) and can be easily recovered using
various data recovery tools or while analysis of
the forensic image of the storage media [11]. The
storage of new data item overwrites the existing
combination of binary digits (representing the
deleted data), replacing it by a new combination,
which makes data recovery difficult.
Formatting, also known as logical formatting is
the process of creating a file-system on a disk,
which the operating system uses for storing and
accessing data [16]. The type of logical formatting
always depends on the operating system that is in
use. Windows operating system allows for quick
format as well as full format. When performing
quick formatting on the media, the files are
deleted and file-system, volume label and clusters
are rebuilt. The journal, which keeps track of the
data and their locations on the storage media, is
also destroyed. However, if the media is Full
Formatted, then the data is erased completely
from the media and the entire file-system is
rebuilt. Hence, in the case of formatting, the data
subject to recovery depends on the type of
formatting performed. Therefore, there are higher
chances of data recovery in case of Quick Format
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rather than Full Format. However, there is a
possibility of data being carved out of the slack
space or unallocated space even from a formatted
storage device [9,11].
As compared to deletion or formatting, wiping is
more of an irreversible process. The process of
wiping erases both the data and the file-system
present on the storage media and replaces by
either all 0’s or all 1’s. Therefore, it is always
mandatory to format the storage device before it
becomes usable for data storage. Hence, it is not
possible to recover any data from a disk, which
has been wiped multiple times. This is due to the
fact that the original bit combination of 0’s and
1’s (originally stored data) does not exist. This is
why wiping removes the data permanently, as
compared to deletion and formatting [7,9,11].
3 RELATED WORK
The objective of this research is to compare and
measure the performance of both open-source and
proprietary tools in recovery of digital evidences
from different types of samples of exhibits. A
joint study has been conducted by University of
Hertfordshire and De Montfort University [3] to
determine whether any information is retrievable
and data is effectively erased or not in computer
hard disks purchased from the second hand
market. The study performed on more than 100
hard disks showed that the information is not
sanitized effectively and could be recovered
easily using digital forensic tools.
In [7], significant work has been done to show
how structured analysis and presentation process
can be used to enhance examinations of digital
evidences. The procedures and techniques
proposed in the work ensure correct analysis,
contextualization and validation of digital
evidences, which are helpful for the forensic
examiner in preparing the case evidences.
In [9], a study carried out by Blancco, on used
hard disks and SSDs, revealed that more than 35
percent of the used HDDs/SSDs contained
residual data, which was not deleted properly.
This resulted in the recovery of both individual as
well as organizational information from the
storage devices.

In [10], the researchers conducted similar study of
data recovery from sanitized hard disks, and based
on the results, they have recommended that
sanitization of disks and drives on computer
systems and storage media, which are sold,
destroyed or repurposed, should be sanitized
properly to ensure that no residual data remains
on the disk. Proper tools should be used for
deleting or wiping of data from storage devices.
4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiments have been carried out using
different samples of USB thumb drives. These
samples have been prepared by storing same set
of different data items in the thumb drives. The
objective has been to make them as similar as
possible to a real-life digital exhibit as seized from
a crime scene. A brief description of the various
tools used for the research work, the data items
used for preparing the samples and different types
of samples used for experimentation has been
included in this section.
4.1 Tools Used
The different digital forensic tools used for
conducting the experiments are as follows:
FTK Imager – Forensic Toolkit (FTK) Imager is
an imaging tool developed by AccessData, which
is used for creating a forensic image of a physical
drive, logical drive or contents of file and folder.
It can create the image in different formats such
as AFF, Raw (dd), SMART or E01 [5].
FTK 7.0 – FTK 7.0 is used for forensic analysis
of digital exhibits and evidences. It can index,
filter and search the data in an efficient manner. It
can find active files and folders, deleted data,
encrypted data, emails and related attachments
and many more from the available disk or forensic
image. It has advanced data carving engine to
avoid irrelevant data being carved out [5].
Autopsy – Autopsy is a digital investigation
analysis tool developed by The Sleuth Kit. It is an
HTML-based tool and can run on both Windows
as well as UNIX platform. Both active and deleted
files can be analysed and the contents can be
viewed in raw or Hex format [6].
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File Shredder – File Shredder is a wiping tool
that is used for wiping files and folders in a
manner such that they cannot be recovered. It has
multiple shredding algorithms to wipe the data
from the hard disk or any other storage media
[12].
4.2 Test Data Set
The exhibit samples have been prepared with the
following set of data items:
a) Microsoft Office Documents such as Word
Document, PowerPoint Presentations etc.
b) Image files with .jpg, .png and .bmp file
types.
c) Multimedia video files of MP4 file type.
d) Encrypted document files (protected with
password).
e) Files with Bad Extensions. The extension of
the file is changed to create a mismatch
between file type and file extension. The
extension of a file is changed for the purpose
of hiding the particular data item.
f) Files with Alternate Data Streams.
g) Emails and associated files.
h) Web Artifacts (HTML files, Internet
Temporary files etc.)
i) Executable files
j) Internet Files consisting of Chrome Browser
files. These files can be found at the location
C:\Users\User\AppData\Local\Google\Chr
ome\UserData\Default. The Internet files
consists of Cache files, Bookmarks,
Cookies and Browser History files.
4.3 Test Samples
The experiment for the research is conducted by
preparing four different test samples. A sample is
prepared by using a sterile exhibit (USB thumb
drive of 4GB capacity wiped multiple times and
NTFS-formatted) and then storing the test data in
the exhibit [8,10]. The samples are described as
follows:
a) Sample A – The exhibit contains all the data
files and folders in active state.

b) Sample B – The exhibit consists of some of
the data files and folders while the rest of the
data has been deleted permanently. New
data items are stored in the storage device.
c) Sample C – The exhibit is formatted using
the formatting feature available in Windows
operating system.
d) Sample D – The exhibit is wiped
completely using wiping tool.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A bit-stream image of the exhibit is created while
experimenting each of the samples, using FTK
Imager. The analysis and extraction of data from
the image of the exhibit is done using both FTK
7.0 (proprietary tool) as well as Autopsy (opensource tool). The results obtained for each sample
have been compared and discussed in this section.
5.1 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample A
Sample A has been prepared with the data in
active state (i.e. without deleting or wiping any
data item from the exhibit). The forensic imaging
is done and analysed using proprietary tool,
snapshot of which is shown in Fig.1
On analysis and extraction, it is found that the
proprietary tool is able to recover all the data from
the forensic image of the sample (exhibit). Some
types of files such as browsing history files,
cookies files, Alternate Data Streams (Data files
hidden inside other documents) etc. that could not
be viewed using the windows explorer, were also
recovered in a plain-text readable format. The
properties of the data items (metadata) before and
after analysis were compared and found to be
matching.
The same sample is also analysed using the opensource tool, shown in Fig.2. Open-source tool also
reported the same result when compared to that
given by proprietary tool. All data items from the
sample were fully recovered. The properties of the
data items (metadata) before and after analysis
were compared and found to be matching.
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Figure 1: Snapshot of Data Analysis and Extraction of Sample A using FTK Analyzer 7.0

Figure 2: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample A using Autopsy

5.2 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample B
Sample B has been prepared by deleting some of
the data items from the exhibit. The data items
have been deleted permanently (using the key

combination shift + delete), so that they cannot be
restored back from the Recycle Bin. After
deleting the original data items, new data items
were added to the exhibit. Bit-stream image of the
exhibit is created and is analyzed using
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proprietary tool, snapshot of which is shown in
Fig.3
On analyzing the extracted data from Sample B
(Fig. 3), it was observed that some of the deleted
data was recovered and found in readable format
[9,11]. Some of the data items were corrupt and
could not be opened, while the rest were
recovered partially. Data was also found in the
slack space. Slack space is a form of internal
fragmentation i.e. the leftover space in a storage
device. It is created when a data file does not
occupy all the space allocated to it [14]. In such
circumstances, when the old data is deleted and

overwritten with new data, there is a possibility of
recovering the traces of older data from the slack
space.
Fig.4 shows a snapshot of the analysis of Sample
B done using open-source tool. In this case,
deleted files were recovered both totally as well
as partially along with data found in the slack
space. However, a comparative study is
performed between the results given by the tools
based on the few parameters. The results are
shown in Table 1 and graphically represented in
Fig. 5.

Table 1: Comparison between performance of proprietary and open-source tool based on result analysis of Sample B

Parameters
Number of original data items totally recovered
Number of original data items partially recovered
Number of data items recovered from Slack Space
Number of data items found not readable

Proprietary Tool
(FTK 7.0)
45
40
170
5

Open-Source Tool
(Autopsy)
45
30
155
10

Figure 3: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of Data from Sample B using FTK Analyzer 7.0
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Figure 4: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample B using Autopsy

Figure 5: Comparison Graph between results of Proprietary and Open-source tool in analysis of Sample B

From Table 1 and the graph as shown in Fig.5, it
can be interpreted that the number of deleted data
items totally recovered by the open-source and
proprietary tool were equal in number. However,
it can also be observed that there is a difference
between the number of data items partially
recovered and number of data items found in the
slack space when the results of both tools are
compared. The open-source tool could recover a
smaller number of data items (partially recovered
and slack space data) than the proprietary tool.
Hence, it is inferred that the proprietary tool

shows a relatively better performance than the
open-source tool while recovering deleted data
from an exhibit.
5.3 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample C
Sample C has been prepared by formatting the
exhibit. A full format of the exhibit is done. After
formatting, a forensic image of the exhibit was
captured using FTK Imager and the image was
analyzed using the proprietary tool. The results of
the analysis and extraction of data is shown in
Fig.6
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Figure 6: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample C using FTK Analyzer 7.0

The analysis and extraction of data using
proprietary tool showed that data files could be
recovered only from the slack space and
unallocated spaces. Unallocated space, also refers
to the unused space in a storage device, which is
not used for storing data [14].
The open-source tool could also recover data from
the slack space only [11]. However, data could not

be recovered from the unallocated spaces, as
shown in Fig.7. A comparative study is performed
between the results given by both the open-source
and proprietary tools based on different
parameters, as shown in Table 2. The comparative
study has been graphically interpreted and shown
in Fig. 8.

Figure 7: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample C using Autopsy
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Table 2: Comparison between performance of proprietary and open-source tool based on result analysis of Sample C

Parameters
Number of original data items recovered
Number of data items recovered from slack space
Number of data items recovered from unallocated
space

Proprietary Tool
(FTK 7.0)
0
162
31

Open-Source Tool
(Autopsy)
0
17
0

Figure 8: Comparison Graph between results of Proprietary and Open-source tool in analysis of Sample C

On analyzing the results shown in Table 3 and
interpretation of the graph, it can be inferred that
the proprietary tool is able to recover more data
from the slack space and unallocated space as
compared to that of open-source tool. However,
original data items could not be recovered from
the exhibit. Hence, on the basis of comparison and
analysis of the results, it can be said the
proprietary tool shows a relatively better
performance in comparison to open-source tool,
when recovery of data is to be done from a storage
device that has been formatted.

5.4 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample D
Sample D has been prepared by performing a
wiping operation on the exhibit multiple times,
using specialized wiping software. After wiping
the exhibit, it is forensically imaged using the
software FTK Imager and the image is analyzed
using both proprietary tools i.e. FTK 7.0 and
open-source tool i.e. Autopsy. The snapshots of
the analysis performed on the image of the exhibit
using different tools, are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10 respectively.
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Figure 9: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from sample D using FTK 7.0

Figure 10: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from sample D using Autopsy

From the results given by both the proprietary and
open-source tools, it is observed that data
recovery is not possible once the storage media is
wiped several times. The reason for such a result
is attributed to the fact that wiping erases both the
data as well as the file-system from the exhibit. It
should be noted that the word ‘erase’ is used
instead of ‘delete’ because here, the data is not
deleted, which is the reason it is not recoverable.
The data along with the in-built file-system of the
storage media are erased beyond recovery.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This research work has been carried out with the
objective of performing a comparative study
among the results of analysis and extraction of
evidences (data files) from different prepared
samples of digital exhibits, using open-source as
well as proprietary forensic tools. Four different
samples were prepared with test data for
conducting the experiment. All the samples were
prepared using the same set of test data. The first
sample consisted of data in an active state, while
data in the second sample was deleted partially
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and overwritten with new data. In the third
sample, the exhibit was formatted using the inbuilt feature of the operating system and the
fourth sample consisted of exhibit, which was
wiped using wiping software.
After conducting the experiments, it has been
observed that both proprietary and open-source
tools show similar performances when used to
analyze active data files (Sample A) i.e. all the
data could be recovered easily from the forensic
image of the exhibit. However, when data is
deleted and new data is added (Sample B) or the
exhibit is formatted (Sample C), proprietary tool
showed a relatively better performance as
compared to open-source tool. In the final sample
(Sample D), when the exhibit was wiped, both
forensic tools again showed similar performances
i.e. data could not be recovered from the exhibit
by using either tool.
Hence, based on the experimentation process in
the research work, several conclusions have been
drawn, as follows:
i. Deleted data can be recovered from exhibit
using either proprietary or open-source tool.
However, if new data is added, chances of
complete data recovery would reduce
considerably. The old data can be recovered
partially or traces of it can also be extracted
from the slack spaces or unallocated spaces
depending upon the type of tool used. A
proprietary tool performs better as
compared to open-source tool.
ii. Data recovery becomes a difficult task
when the exhibit is formatted. Both
proprietary and open-source tools would
not be able to recover any originally stored
data in the exhibit, except traces of data
from the slack spaces or unallocated spaces.
A proprietary tool, however, shows better
performance in both cases, as it can extract
larger number of data items from the slack
or unallocated spaces.
iii. An open-source tool recovers less amount
of deleted data or data from formatted disk,
as compared to proprietary tool. A scientific
can technical reason to this can be attributed
to the fact that the number of modules or

libraries available in an open-source tool
like Autopsy is less as compared to that of a
proprietary tool like FTK Analyzer, when
freshly installed in a computer system. Due
to the availability of lesser data recovery
modules, the amount of data that can be
acquired from the storage media by opensource tool is less than the amount of data
recovered by proprietary tool.
iv. Wiping an exhibit leaves data recovery
impossible from any location, including
even slack and unallocated spaces, either by
proprietary or open-source tool. Therefore,
both proprietary and open-source tools can
be used depending upon the case, for
analyzing and extracting data while
examination of seized digital exhibits.
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